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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL TOPICS.

I. ILLITERACY IN THE. UNITED STATES AND IN EUROPE.

Illiteracy is a measure of .the extent of elementary education in a
nation, direct and universal in its application, For this reason
special emphasis is placed upon this item in the census of the United at
States, which has become a model in respect to ,,its presentation as
well as in the discussion of its age and race bearings, the latter being
one of fundamental importance.

The following summarieikpresent the main results of the inquiry
as set forth in the United States Census of 1900 and in the returns
for the census of 1910:

Popula itidn and illiterdeli,

.er

-,

4

1

Population 1,

56,396;379
19,213,817
9,186,379

Per cent
of total
popula-
lion.

I

Population 10 years of age and
over.

Unable to read and
write.

Total.

Number. ,

I

,1

41,236,662 ! 1,913,611
10,014,266. 1,287,186
6,898,906 2,979,323

I Per cent.

190u.

Native whites
Foreign-born whites..
Colored

Total

1910)
Native whites
Foreign-born whites
Colored

Total

1

74.6
13.4
121

1 4.8
I 12.9
L 4t, 6

75,194,575 100.0 57,949,824 ; 6,180,06114
===fselmangsc,xesee=a:

60,989,343 1 1,336,630
12,944,215 1,650, 819
7,646,712 2,331,550

10.7

3.0
12.8

I 30.5

. 68,386,422
i 13,346,206
. 10,240,638

74.4
14.6
11.1

,

91,972, 206
..._u_

100. 0 71,6803770 6,617,6081 ' 7.1

Bubject to revision.

COMPARATIVE .VIEW.

The preliminary announcements of the returns under this head for
the Thirteenth Census hive already excited discussion and-inquiry.
as to therelative standing of the United states, as indicated by this.
vital condition. The inquirfills enforced by reference- to the enor
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moos expenditure of money and energy upon the work of public
education.

The significInce of illiteracy as a measure 'of popular enlighten-
ment depends upon many conditions. Chief among these are the
extent, racial character, and density of the population, since these
conditions determine in great measure the success or failure of the
endeavor to bring all the children of a nation under instruction. It
follows, also, that the comparison of great nations with small. na-
tions, in this respect, carries little weight. For example, conditions
in Denmark, with its compact population, of two and a half million,
in which illiteracy has been practically eliminated, may properly be
compared with individual States of the Union, but signify little
when the entire Republic, with its vast extent and population, is
considered. For such ,comprehensive view the United States must
be brought into relation with other nations great by reason of their

1 populations and world influence. The significance of the compari-
son depends further uporr the provision for public education. From
this standpoint nations may be considered in two groups;ethe first
group comprising nations having well-organized systems of public
instruction; the second group, nation4 in which public instruction
is not yet .organized or has not yet passed the theoretic stage. Ob-
viously the standard for the United States must be looked for in
the first group.

The.census of tho United States, as already indicated, shows every

, 10 years the status of the country with respect to illiteracy, consid-
ering the population by age periods; and the discussion of its bear-
ing upon the school provision is based upon the degree of illiteracy
in the population above 10 years of age. This exact basis is not
attainable, as a,rule for other countries. -In some instances the ratio
of illiteracy is drawn from official marriage registers or. from the
recprd of army recruits, or from both these sources; in still other
cases it is determined for age periods, not by exact count,, but by
statistical methods.

Within the limits defined, the United States belongs to the group
of nations' comprised in the following tables:

v. Density of population.

Nation. i Year. repute.
t(111

Number
per Square

mile.

hence 19091909 3. 3h,003 189.60
0/1rnlan Empire 1910 111.003,123 310.10
Goat Bri 1910 41.018,101 403.110
United Mates 1910 91,972,206 30.00

-J
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ILLITERACY IN THE I7NITED STATES AND EUROPE. 5

According to the4atest official information the status of the four
nations here considered as regards illiteracy is as follows:

Illiteracy in certain countries.

4 '
Country.

.1
I

.

i Per centr , Year. of illiter- ; Basis of estimate..
. ates.

France..., 1900 11.4 Population above 10 years of age.
German Empire. ..... ........... .. 190.5 .03 Army recruits.
great Britain 1904 1.5 Marriage register. .
United States d

1910 7.7 1 Population above 10 years or age.

With reference to France it should be noted that the population
above 10 years of age in 1906 included a large prgportion of people
who had never had the benefit of the compulsory school laws, since
these were not enacted until 1882. In 1904 the records of army
recruits in France, all of whom had been subject to the compulsory
laws, showed only 3.5 per cent of illiterates.

--- The nations of the second group present the extremes of culture
and distinction in the realms of science and literature, with high
degrees of illiteracy. The following table shows their status in the
latter respect, according to the latest census or official estimates, popu-
lation above 10 years of age alone considered :

. Per earl ofNation Year illiterates.

Austria, i

1000
1900 : . 20.2

Ilitneary 1 : 40.0
1901 48.0Italy

Beath . ...... 1900 : 88.7
R tis,ia 1897 70.0

Including Croatia anddilavonia.

The lowest ratio for the grow, i. e., 26.2 per cent`, exceeds that for
the Southern States of the Union, in which the greater part of the
colored population is massed. In 1900, 23 per cent of the popula-
tion above 10 years of age in those Status were,illiterate; for the white
population, alone, the ratio was only 11 per cent. The progress of
the colored people in respect to education, as indicated by the prelimi-
nary summary from the returns for 1910, makes it certain that the

tiatio on the total population of the South 'was greatly redubed during
the decade 1900-1910. Undoubtedly there has also been a. decrease
of illiteracy in the European,nations of the group tern considered,
and especially in Hungary and Italy' ,Threughait this group, how-
eve, tie progress. of popular education is hindered by obstacles
greater than are encountered in any part of the United States.

There re nain in Europe several, small hatisins in which illiteracy
A-has been reduced a miniqum ',Or practically eliminated. They

e
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may justly be compared in this respect with individual ales of the
Union having appi-oximately the same population. h compari-
sons, however, are. merely suggestive, as they are essarily made
from different standpoints. For the European nt ens, in each case,
the basis is the record of army recruits; for t selected States, the
basis is the population above 10 years of a Within these limits
the comparison between the smaller kin,* .ms referred to and tfie
States nearest them in population, census itlf 1900, stands as follows:

Nations.

Arm,/ re-
emits

' per cent
al Illiter-

Ines.

States.

Per cent of Illiter-
ales In popula-,

titian above 10.

-
NativeT`"- whites.

Denmark .
The jiietherlanda.......
Sweden
Switzerland

0. 2 I Indiana ... - ...... j
I. 4 New York
.3 Illinois
.5 i Massachusetts

4.6
5.5
4. 2
5.9

3.6
1.2
2.1

4

,In the case of the fdreign nations in the foregoing table, only the
adult male population is represented, which possibly gives a some-
what more favorable showing than would be the case if the entire
population was included, since the military system itself furnishes
a motive for "the elementary instruction of men ikhich does not affect
women. It should be no ed, however, that in three of the foreign
kingdonis elementary education has long beeii compulsory,.and the
compulsion is rigidly enforced, so that no one escapes the obligation
of learning to read an' ite. In the Netherlands a compulsory law
was not passed until 1911, but the importance attached to education
has hitherto furnished parents a sufficient motive for securing the
instruction of all their children; for instance, there,is abundant pro-
vision of industrial and technical schools, including schools of house;
hold industry for girls, but only children who have plisseclikexamina-
'thin in the elementary subjects are admitted to this-order of training.
-Hence it may be said that the favorable view of the!e nations with
respect to illiteracy derived from the record of army reernitf is con-
firmed from Many .other sources. The condition of illitera4 in the
four States selected for this comparison is presented from the same
standpoints as in the previous oomp'arisons. The lower proportion
of illiterates in the native white _population, as compared with the'
total population, emphasizes azfew the fact that illiteracy in tke

-- United States is .a burden imposed by the presence of large propor-
tions of foreign born and,of colored people. The decline in illiteracy
for,these two classes, as shown by the comparison of the census of 1900

*th t of 1910, is proof,of the steady progress of the Nation
ths.plage of the highest as regards, popular intelligence.



II. INDUSTRIAL SUPERVISORS IN 'GEORGIA.

The financial liinitations to which countS, superintendents are
usually subjected and the extensive crritory which they must often
cue' render the work of rural supervision exceedingly difficult in
ninny portions of the country. One of the most promising efforts
to ameliorate the conditions is that of Mr. N. C. Nelson, of St. Louis,
Mo. He is providing at his own expense' for limited periods indus-
trial supervisors as assistants to the coudty superintendents in a few
counties in Georgia and Louisiana. The purpose, operation, and

results of his efforts in this direction are thus described by Mr.
Nelson:

In the summer of 1909 consent was obtained of the superintendent and school

board of Putnam County, Ga., to accept an industrial teacher for the rural
elementary schools of the county. The teacher came in September. She was
thoroughly experienced. in countryteach ng, familiar with cooking, sewing, and

keeping; had succes ally a small but, farm ;' was
I modest, tactful, and industrious ; h owned no diploma. She was placed under

the direction of the superintendent, but with the understanding that she should
,manage for herself, he lending such assistance as he could. The plan was to
visit the schools in succession, spending some days in each district on the first

round. At the begimiing she was taken around and introduced by the superin-
tendent. She became acquainted with the-teacher and the pupils, talked to the
girls about sewing and cooking; to the boys about shopwork, a garden, cleaning
up, and improvements to the house and the grounds. She helped with the teach-. .

Mg, talked clubs, library, and wherever possible arranged for some domestic ,
science.. She was invited to the homes, took a hand in the kitchen, talked
crops and stock to the tanner., and chickens, vegetables, and flowers to the
mother. This wasrepeated en following visits. Soon canning clubs and school
improvement clubs were,organized; meetings were held; a library fund was
started ; socials and suppers were given to raise money and get together ; a new
schoolhouse was proJecte4; longer school term considered; and more homes

-were visited. There waa ugually a cordial response; if not on the first visit,
then at the next. It was not long before she was very much in demand, freely
sent for, and entertained. She was not en Instructor, but a visitor, adviser, and
leader. '

The plan proved acceptable and has needed no changes. The superintendent
and board regarded it an luiportant addition tp the schools. Cooking and sew-
ing were started in many places, additional tax was voted, thee teachers were
helped. Perhaps the most Important was the awakening of social Interest and
the intercourse with the families at home. For the second year the boys' and
girls' clubs were organized to indite It joint exhibit at the county fair, with a
liberal prize list. In one consolidated school a full shop and kitchen were

7
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installed, money was raised by subscription for additional room, and an Indus-
trial teacher employed. Social gatherings and public meetings became common,
the schoolhouse became a social center. Doing things became fashionable.
For the third year the bonit unanimously took over the teacher and assumed
the salary, which includes the very small expenses.

Before the eft .of the first year applications had been received from other
counties. Three additional teacherK of qualifications about similar to the first,
were added. One of these %cud placed in Putnam County, one in Oconee, one in
Douglas, and the first teacher went to Greene. The same course was followed
in the new counties" with the same results. The superintengents were exceed-
ingly helpful, gracious, and approving. For the third,year, *organ, Jones, and
Hancock Counties were supplied, a number of applications being still on the
waiting list The,original teacher was made supervisor to visit and help the
others. There have been two gatherings of all the teachers and some of the
superintendents to become acquainted and compare notes. No change in the
plan has been suggested. There are no rules; no statistical reports lire re-
bquIred, but there is much correspondence. The teachers are furnished free to
the counties fbr two year:, after which the county assumes the charge.

'1

1
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NEW PHASES OF EDUCATION IN BUFFALO, N. Y.

1. DOMESTIC EDUCATION IN 'IMMIGRANT HOMES.

' From the first report and other documents of the Buffalo committee
of the North American Civic League for Immigrants, it is learned
that the organization has adopted a new way of teaching immigrant
women. how to become goodl housewives. The m e,Dod consists of
sending" domestic edilators" directly into the liomes'bf such fa.milies
as are willing to receive them. There tilt! domestic educatorslihow
the housewife how to keep her home clear,, how to cook, hOw to vary
thetdiet, how to get the most for her money, how tojrevent sickness,
how to sew, hOw to take care of the children; in fact, all or nearly
all phases of hi:6e making are taken up and thoroughly. demon-
strated. The work started September 1, 1911,. in charge of Mrs.
A. L. Hansen, whdnaw has a staff of 3 paid workers and 12 vol-
unteer assistants. The territory is divided into districts, appor-
tioned among. the paid workers, who supervise the volunteers. Of
the 12 who are giving their services without monetary reward, 6 are
working directly with the families, 4 are teaching classes of domestic'
economy for girls, 2 are waiting for special classes to be formed, and
Dr. Mallory, a woman, is giving special lessons in sex hygiene in
some of the classes.

The importance of domestic education for immigrants is t*us
summarized b9 the Buffalo committee:

Amelionttlon of the home and living conditions of immigrant families is at
the center ot,the problem .of neslmlIntitn. Better homes mean better citizens.
More serious than the *sent onrcrowding, bail air, poor food, sickness, and
the red Is the underlying hygleni and domestic Ignorance. Hitherto no ade-

'pate steps have been taken. to replace this ignorance by lntellikence. To be
reached effectively,for this purpose these immigrants must be reached in their
homes.

Regarding the practical results achieved the most Tecentiavailable
report by Mrs. Hansen%ays, in part:

It has been found that the teaching given to the mother of n.,.1am'lly is passed
along to her neighbors and.relatIves, espe¢ially tlfe teaching of food pElncIples.
It very frequently happens that a woman's neighbors and relatives are in her"
home when the educator -arrives, and they receive the benefit of the instruction.
The news seems to fly along some streets that ale educator is In a certain home,
and woinen come flocking into the house to see wit is golig on, many of them'
bringing garments to be fitted or altered..

9
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Cereals are now used in 50 homes where a month ago they were unknown.
The use of coffee in all the homes the educators are visiting is on-the decrease,
and cocoa is used In its titead, while fresh milk has been substituted for canned
milk. Stews and nourishing soups have taken the place of boiled cabbage and
fried pork., Women are baking their. own bread and cookies, instead of buying
a most inferior quality at the nearest bakeshop. Some families who were left
as hopeless by several other philanthropic agencies have beeu induced to clean
up their homes under the educators' instructions. There are numberless
children now receiving proper hygienic care who before the educators' visits
were strangers to soap and water. Prospective mothers hive benefited greatly

. by the instruction given; several babes born this month hbve found carefully
prepared clothing awaiting them, whereas their elder brothers and sisters found
only an old shirt.

Hardly a day passes that the dispensaries are not visited by several patients
sent in by the educators.

Lessons in sewing have proved very attractive to n large number of women.
The educators have found that after tutting and fitting one garment for a
woman, e can generally mahageav second very well alone. The children are
going tool with buttons on their dresses, whereas before the garments
were p ed; the stockings are getting attention both as to 'bending and wash-
ing, whereas previously there was only neglect. 4/1

Through cooperation with the Charity Organization Society 20 women are
taught how to buy economically. The Charity Organization Society committee
have given the grocery order, or cash, for the family into the care of the edu-
Gators. It has been found that after the aid has been discontinued the women
still buy as instructed. In a .number of these families regular instruction by
the educator can soon be discontinued altogether.

The class work has proved far-reaching_ The educators have found that
'the girls carry home the instructions given in class; so that for every girl in

class a family is reached. The classes In sewing are taught hyglena-and econ-
omy as well as sewing. The hooking classes have been given instesction in
preparation of cocoa, cereals, toast, and corn-meal bread. At each lesson the
food principle of the 'food under preparation is given and the girl shown the
benefit derived from using these foods.

The classes now number 10 and the total number of pupils 110. As only 3
of these children are in families visited, 113 additional families are thus
affected through classes, making a total of 190 families reached.

The families dealt with are usually referred by the Charity Organization
Society, social service departments of hoipitals, settlements, the District Nora-

Association, clergymen, and neighbors. In these families the domesttc
educators confine themselves to constructive educational work. Where mate-
rial relief 10ilecessary it is supplied by the Charity Organization Society.
Where sickness or ailments exist the District Nursing Association, the tuber-

' culosis bureau of the health department, difspensailea and hospitals are called
Upon. Duplication is avoided. CooperatiW, Sr& watchword.

2. surraw's SCHOOLS OS OITIZZNIIIIIP.

,10"-According to the Buffalo committee of the North American Civic
League for Immigrants, two-thirds ofsthit 'Population of Buffalo are
'either foreign born or of foreign parentage!, The committee claims

Buffalo the distinction of being "the first tauy, in the United
4o, States to take the forward step of placing citizenship education oti
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a clearly recognized and distinct basis." The committee outlines
Buffalo's inimigrant problem, in the solution of which its schools of
citizenship are desigped to render aid, as follows:

These immigrants in the Buffalo community are.at once a liability and an
asset.- Most of the immigrants are,poor to the point of destitution witen they
come here. They-have been accustomed to agricultural life. They have known
only undemocratic government. Their traditions and their whole point of view
are foreign. They are dependent on an alien tongue.

Because of their poverty they have to find the cheapest living quarters.
Because they have had only agricultural experience, in the city they are fitted
only for common labor and so they get only minimum wages. Minfmum wages
mean that theymutst continue to live in the poorest quarters, which in turn
means overcrowding and disease. Long, grinding toll, overcrowded homes, and
the lack of wholesome recreation inevitably produce a crop Qf saloons, and the
saloons lead to drunkenness, moral degeneration, and crime. Ignorance of
democratic government retards the development of intelligent citizenship. Fort
eign traditions and viewpoint, and dependence on en ailen tongue, result in
segregation in semlisolated colonies. This segregation aggravates and perpetu-
ates the other evils. Menlo's immigrants are in the community, but not of it
For purposes of progressive citizenship they are in large degree a dead weight
In short, they are a serious civic liability.

The single facb, however, that these it grants provide half of the Vm-
ipunity's common and semiskilled labor eh ws that even unsler present con
Lions they are. an asset of great value. The city's industries are largely
dependent upoNsthem. Their present value as an asset is small in comphrison -
with their potential value. They are capable of being developed into intelli-
gent, alert citizens, who, instead of in mantbvays.holding the community back,
will contribute actively to its advance. For the community as a whole, im-
provement of the conditions of the city's Immigrants means a gain in community
coherency, strength, and effectiveness.

Independently of the economic problem involved, the civic Bondi
tion of the immigrant is susceptible of improvement through educa-
tion, and this angle of attack, among others, has been adopted by the
Buffalo committee by the establishment of a specialized schocl, which

it describes as follows:
Under present conditions the proportion of immigrants who become natural-

ized citizens is very small. The proportion of those naturalized who have an
adequate understanding of the meaning and obligations of citizenship is still
smaller. A#

.

The New York-New Jersey committee has for some time. been
working on a plan for establishing schools of citizenship to duel with

this situation,
The Buffalo committee proposed to the department of public in-

struction lait spring that it try some citizenship classes in the evening

schools. The department agreed to be responsible for superiiFion
if the committee would bear all expenses except the cost of heat Ind
light. The experiment was made on this basis, with the ccoperatidp
of the Young Men's Christian Association, which prorided part of
the teachers. The classes were held In..1fiy and June. Approxi-
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mately 250 Polish and Italian young men were given instruction in
naturalization and citizen hip, combined with English.

Thsugh the difficulties involved in the entire newness of the under-
taking were many,'the experiment was regarded as on the whole so
audeeasfulthanks-chiefly to the fact that Principals John J. Walsh
and Charles L. Ryan were constantly at the helmthat the depart--
ment decided to make citizenship instruction a permanent and regulir
part of the evening school system. Last fall claques of this sort were
organized in the majority of public evening schools in immigrant
districts.

Buffalo is the first city in the United States to take the forward step of
placing citizenship education on this clearly recognized and distinct basis.

Inasmuch as this departure is closely connected with the evening school and
extension wqrk of the department of public instruction, and as this work as a
whole is such a vital factor in `the Americanization of the city's immigrant popu-
lation, the committee has made the following recommendations, with n view to
getting the largest profits from this part of Buffalo's educational mitchinery:

1. Perfecting the organization of the instruceon In citizenship.
. 2. Extending the teaching of English as far as possible and raising it to the

maximum of efficiency.
S. Lengthening the evening school season to the degree that the attendance

Warrants.
4.Afaking use of school buildings every week-day evening by organizing two-

everting and three-evening groups of on

neighborhood gatherings on the social-center plan.
5. The appointment of a director of evening, vacation, and other extension

work, to give all his time to these matters.

Supt. Emerson has expressed his approval of these suggestions, and
his intention of putting them into effect as soon as possible. The ,

department's budget for the epsuing year provides for requisite
appropriations.

4.
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IV. JUVENILE LABOR BUREAUS AND VOCATIONAL GUID-
ANCE IN GREAT BRITAIN.

In Great Britain the problem of juvenile labor has reached the
same stage as in the United States, hence special interest attaches
at this time to measures adopted by British authorities to conserve
and direct the future working force of the nation. These measures
have been excited by the alarming increase in the munber of the
unemployed.

Repeated investigations have proved that the'idle army is coll.-
stantly recruited from the ranks of the young who are not fitted for
skilled labor of any kind. 4s regards the children of the poor and
the shiftless, education and labor present. in fact, two aspects of the
same problem. This relation is now clearly recognized in -Great
Britain, and legal measures have been taken'to use this relation for
the benefit of juvenile workers.

By the labor exchange act of 1909, authority was given to the
board of trade to establish and maintain labor exchanges; to assist
exchanges established by public bodies or by private agencies; to
make general regulations for the management of labor exchanges
established or assisted by the board: and also to establish and sup-
port advisory committees in connection with the management of
labor exchanges. The .education (choice of employment) act for
England which went into effect, November 28, 1910, authorized the
local education authorities ` to make arrangements, subject to the
approval of the board of education, for giving to boys and girls
under 17 years of age assistance with respect to the choice ofliiitable
employment, by means of the collection and the communication of
information and the furnishing of advice."

As a result of the two measures the board of trade was brought into
direct contact with the educational authorities, which in many places
h already set up a system of labor exchange in connection with

e public schools. After much deliberation, a joint memorandum
was issued on the part of the ?wo central authorities, the boax0 of
education and the board of trade, determining their relations in re-
spect to juvenile employment. , The memorandum provided that the

,fight of directing pupils, boys and girls,, in regard to employment,
for 6 months after the close of their school life, should be resek.ved.

-to the education authorities.
4. 18M.
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This agreement not only saved the employment agencies already,
established bythe school authorities, but recognized their preeminent
fitness for orgdnizing the vocational guidance of the young. The
Scotch education act of 1809 had previously empowered local educa-
tion authorities to take measure's for the industrial guidance of
children. -

In accordance`with this official action juvenile labor bureaus are
being established in all the large cities of Great Britain, either di-
rectly by the education authorities or by other bodies with whicthe
former cooperate. The general conduct of the bureaus, which varies
but little in different cities, will be best understood by reference'
to typical examples.

THE MOVEMENT IN BIRMINGHAM.

Birmingham, a great manufacturing center, numbering more than
570,000 inhabitants, was one of the first cities to take action in re-
spect to the vocational guidance of the young. Widespread atten-
tion was called to the subject by public meetings and by a circular
letter emanating from church dignitaries, members of Parliament,
labor leaders, and employers. One result of this ktion was the
appointment of a subcommittee of the Birmingham. education authori-
ties to devise measures for assisting pupils in the choice of employ-
ment. Before the coQiittee had completed its work, the labor
exchange act was passed, and the recommendations were carried out
in agreement with the board of trade. The juvenile employment
bureau was organized by the education committee as part of the
British Board of Trade national employment system. The bureau
and its officials are under the supervision of a central committee.
Local exchange centers are established to record and fill local
vacancies, acting always in advice with the central committee.
There is a " Central Care Committee " organized as a subcommittee
of the education authority, and including six representatives of that
body, four social workers, four teachers, four employers, and four
trade_unionists, together with the superintendent of the Birmingham
Labor Exchange, and the medical inspector Of schools. l.

The British' Board of Trade meets all expenses incurred in con-
nection with the employment bureau, the head of which is appointed
by that body after consultation with the local education authorities.
The work of teachers in finding situqions for boys and girls is en-
couraged, while employers are urged to notify cancies to the

ffiemployment bureau, so that they can be filled by exc nge officials.
At the time the system was adopted it was estim &that in Bir-

mingham 8,500 children leave the schools annually, of whom.4,500
are boys;"that there were in Birmingham 86,900 children less than

.f)
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17 years of age who had left school, of whom 800 were rss thin 14,
1 1.500 between 14 and 15, 11,600 between-15 and 16, and 12,000 be-
tween 16 and 17. These all belonged to the laboring classes; and
while the number who were in need of responsible guidance was not
exactly known, experience showed that they must form a very large
proportion of the total number.

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION AND EMPLOYMENT BUREAU, EDINBURGH.

The school' board of Edinburgh, like the council of Birmingham,
established a system of labor exchanges in the interests of juvenile
employees before there was any legislation on the subject. %The work
was started by the school board : employers, prganized trades and
craft's, religious, social, and other welfare agAcies joined in its sup-

. port.. Their efforts at first were directed to promoting attendance 4.

at continuation schools. .In 1908 the-board took measures to utilize
the understanding and cooperation thus brought about for the estab-
lishment of an educational information and employment bureau.

After the passage of the labor-exchange act, this bureau, became a
Graneli of the labor exchange, but housed in the school-board offices,
and managed in connection with the education system of the city.
All matters pertaining to the employment of persons between the
ages of 14 and 17 were transferred to the juvenile department at the.
school-board offices. The advisory committee formed originally by
the school beard continues to maintain oversight of the employment,
the continuation education, and the general welfare of children and
youth.

This advisory council, which is an invaluable feature of the system,
comprises the members of the school board (two of whom are
women), a representative of the board of trade, and representatives
of the town council, chamber of commerce, trade .associations, local
trade unions and educational trusts, and head teachers of day and
continuation schools. %

During the four school years (1906-7 to .1909) covered by the
latest report of this work in Edinburgh, the enrollment of pupils
at the continuation hoots increased by 136
3,722 (in 1905-6) to 789 in the last year. The school boards slip-

per cent : that is, from

ported by the labor bureau and by the advisory council, has been
pushing energetically in the direction of enrolling the 7,000 or more
additional young people', between the ages of 14 and 17, who are
receiving no instruction either in subjects of general education or in
the technical principles of their daily occupations.

The report shows also steady progress in the difficult undertaking
of placing young workers in suitable employment. This requires the

' confidence and support of Anieloyyri on the one side, and on the
.41987-12-2 ,

. ,
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other a .willingness to be guided on the part of the parents and the
children needing the services of the bureau.

In the summer of 1909, or 14 months after the present organization
was effected, 4,270 pupils were reported as leaving the ordinary day
schools. Of this number 3,074 stated their intention of enrolling in
continuation classes. A third of the,se (1,129) made application for
employment, and of this number 740 were placed, through the agency
of the bureau, in suitable employment. The positions included 00
different trades, also office work and miscellaneous business.

MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM IN LONDON.

The problem of juvenile labor in London presents special difficul-
ties by reason of its magnitude and racial complications. The 'Lon-
don county council, the education authority for the " inner ring "
of the metropolis, through its special committee deals with a popula-
tion of 4,750,000. The entire school population, in round numbers
887,000 children, is scheduled and under the supervision of school
attendance officers. Consequently the status of each child as regards
school attendance and. living conditions is known.

The need of juvenile labor exchanges has long been recognized in
the metropolis, and several private agencies have undertaken the
service within limited areas of the city. But the most successful of
these, the " lads' employment committee," reaches every year only a
few hundred poor boys of the better sort. It is estimated that
40,000 boys conic to the school-lEraving age, 14 years, annually; they
represent the juvenile labor problem of the metropolis in its full
magnitude and its blackest aspects.

Within the past ffrw months the London council has developed
plans for the new service on the basis laid down by the board of trade.
Already 20 advisory committees, representing employers, work*
men, and the education authorities have been formed to cooperate in
this work with the 21 metropolitan labor exchanges pertaining to
the system under the board of trade. The teachers send to the com-
mittees of their respective districts particulars concerning the children
who are about to leave school. The committees, through their rela-
tion with the labor exchange, are posted as to employers and vacan-
cies; and thus; it is hoped, the work and the young worker may be
brought together.

In London, as in Boston and New York, experience has shown the
need of 'special training for the work of vocational guidance. To
meet this need the board of trade and the London council have
drawn up a tentktive program for professional instruction, and made
provision for classes under 16 conduct of competent and experienced
teachers.
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THE GRAVER ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM.a

The graver aspects of tiiis social problem were considered in a
recent meeting.of the North of England Conference, an organization
that has led public action in many reform measures. The conference
declared emphatically for an extension of the compulsory school
period. "This is essential," said a leader of industry, " if the youth
of the country is to obtain the minimum standard which a modern
state requires * * * and our industrial and commercial system
demands"

At present " compulsory education " in England beyond the age
of 14 years is secured in a measure by the action of certain private
firms which send the young people in their employment to evening
classes _up to the age of 18 or 19, and pay the fees. This form of
" friendly cornpultion " is not to be hoped for in the great centers of
industry. In them, the only remedy for the evil of premature labor,
with its aftermath of incapable and idle men, is legislation that shall
raise the age of entry into trade or business to 16 years, with com-
pulsory school attendance up to that age. Makeshift employments_
for the young would thus be ended ; but every effort for, such legisla-
tion is baffled by the pressure of human necessity, the need of food
and shelter, which is the chief cause of the labor of children.

In London, where poverty exists in its greatest extent and compli-
cations, the public school is rapidly becoming the chief center of the
movement for social and industrial reform. Its agents in this activity
are the jusvenile labor exchanges, the advisory committees, and the
children's care committees. The last-named committees were formed
originally to look after necessitous children attending the public
schools. In ate development of the juvenile employment system, they
have been authorized to maintain friendly oversight over boys and
girls securing positions through the labor exchanges, up to the age
of 18 years.

Already 450 elementary schools are referring children to the labor
exchanges through the medjum of the advisory committees, and every
week the number increases.
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V. THE EDUCATIONAL MUSEUM OF THE ST. LOUIS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

The effectiveness of many elementary 'school courses may be in-
creased by the liberal use of photographs and other objective mate-
rial, to the end that the child may be brought into a more nearly
immediate contact with reality than can he given him by books.
" Objects must always underlie books as the guarantee of knowledge .
which concerns the material world."(B. II: Andrews). This is

.the ground upon which the school museum was introduced into the
instructional scheme of the elementary schools of St.. 'Antis.

The collection was begun as. an experiment in 1905, at the close of
the St. Louis World's Fair, when the board of education acquired
from the exhibitors, principally by gift, large quantities of material,
the educational value of which id not cease with the termination of
the fair itself. Valuable 'lions have since been made through
the courtesy of some of the great museums of the country, of, the
Jamestown Exposition officials, and of commercial firms, both domes-
tic and foreign. The museum now contains about 6,700 collections
of educational material, so classified as to reenforce and accord with
the course of study. The subjects in the teaching of which the educa-
tion museum provides' especially usefnl aids are history, reading,
art, geography, nature study, and other elementary sciences. Of the .
collections on hand, 1,742 are separate entries, the rest being dupli-
cate&

In the collation and resentation of the museum material, a two-
fold purpose is conaan 37keptin view: By showing .pictures to
transport the child, as it were, to the place illustrated, and by show-
ing objects to transport the place to the child. Thus, when the class
Miles to a study of the cotton States the museum furnishes specimens
of the cotton plant in all its various stages, together with pictures
showing thefmanner in which it is gathered, and the products into
which it is transformed. A stalk of cotton is passed around the class

ott;the,same time the child is looking upon a picture of the white-
flecked field. As he handleS the cotton boll he is shown pictures of
the pickeri at work. SO the lesson proceeds, description being re-,
enforced by the exhibition of the .object described, and this in turn

18.
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by pictures showing how the crop is raised and how manufactured.
An extract from thentiseum's. carefully annotated catalogue, issued
for the guidance of teitchers, shows the completeness of this teaching
process. The following is quoted' verbatim, including the paren.:
thetical remarks of explanation

MATERIAL FOR cr.oTtitxc

Reference Books: Citisnol.mConunercial Geography ;' IIANA3Textile
Ether's of Commerce; LADE Man and Ills Markets; TOOTH AKER00111MerCiLd
HAW Muter.

Collection 100: Cotton of the United Slates.

Fibrous portion of fruit or cotton plant. Cotton most extensively used is
that cultivated In the southern part of- the United States, from Virginia to
Texas.

1. Cotton bolls, Louisiana.
2. Cotton. tinghined, Texas.
3. Cotton, ginned, Arkansas and Mexico.
4. Cotton seeds.
5. Cottonseed linters.

Miniature cotton bale.

Collection 10!: COI lOn of othrr countries.

1. Sea island cotton, West Indies.
2. Peruvian or kidney cottoil, Peru.
3. Silk cotton obtained from the cotton tree, Honduras and Venezuela.
4. Pods of cotton tree, Philippine Islands.

Col/c/ion 10.?: 1 1on. products..

1. Cottonseed oil. Substitute for olive oil; Mao used for burning in 1111111)8,

lien making. and lubricating.
2. (Anton oil cake. Used as cattle food and fertilizer.
3. .Cottonseed meal. Ground cottonseed cakes
4. Cottonseed weal. Cattle food.
n. Cottonseed oil soap and strip tiowder.
G. Cottolene. Cooking tat obtained front cottonseed
7. Varieties of paper made from cotton stniks, carded and 'heckled, and

changed into pulp, fioin which paper is made.

Co1lection 113: Manufacture of cotton.

Glass ca showing the various Abut% of umlaut:Lure of cottonikods.

11111,44min° cotton and cotton industry collections.

104. Stereoscopleviews: Cotton industry of various countries.
106. Cotton Industry: Fifteen copies of one view" Cotton pickers in the

field."
100. Cotton, Industry: Fifteen copies of one view" Cotton on be levee,

New Orlea nit."
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For purposes of quick review, as well as for further exposition,
this series of collections' could be supplemented by the followik
magic-lantern lesson. Again the quotation is from the museum's
catalogue, includingithe brief descriptions:

COTTON.

1. Mop of United States. showing cotton area.
2. Among the cottot negroes In tield,1"41siona.
3. 'Popsy in the corm). T.Ittle Poloret1
4. Home of a cotton picker, Mississippi. One:story cable.
5. Bringing In the cotton. Storing it in log house, Louisiana.
8. A cotton gin. Exterior of rude house. Boiler under shed.
7. Cotton-press yard.' Cotton packed in hales. New Orlenm,, La.
8. Cotton at railroad station. Pocked in bales.
9. C,otttm levee. Ready for shipment. Demo steamer. Mississippi River.

New Orleans, La.
10. Cotton factory, Fall Ither, Mass. Iron mills: steam power.
11. Cotton factory; cotton house, Fall River, Masa.
12. Cotton factory; rear; coverjhl bridge connecting buildings. Fall River,

Mass.
13. Cotton factory; carding room (English cards), Fall River, Mass,
14. Cotton factory; carding room, Fall River, Mass.
15. Cotton factory; spinning room, Fall River, Mass.
18. Cotton factory; weaving room, Fn11 River, Mass.
17. Cotton ready for sale; Interior wholesale house, St. Louis, Mo.

If it were considered desirable to use the cotton industry as a point
of departure for further lessons in geography, it would be readily
possible to continue with lantern lessons on the Southern States; on
Egypt, Japan, and other foreign countries where the cotton is raised,
as well as on New England, Great Britain, and other manufacturing
centers where it is turned into cloth.

The classification scheme of the museum is as follows:
Food Products: Comprising the cereals In the plant and grain and their

products. Coffee, teactfugar, cacao, the cocoanut, the vaelkus spices, nuts and
fruits, waxes, oils.

Materials for Clothing: The various animal and vegetable fibers of the
world and the fabrics made of them.

Other Natural Products: Foreign and domeetic woods, rubber, gutta-picha,
camphor, cork, coal, etc., their various stages of development and their use;
materials for dyeing and tanning; medicinal plants, etc.

Industrial Products: Showing the various processes in the manufacture of
Industrial products; as paper, ink, pen and pencil, glass, leather, etc.

Animals: Mammals, birds, fishes, reptiles, insects, etc., mounted or in alcohol,
together with pictures and charts of specimens.

Plants: Models and colored representations.
Minerals, Rocks, and Ores.
Exhibits: Views, charts, and articles illustrnting life and history of other

natt Ins.
Apparatus for the Illustration of Physical Geography.
Apparatus for the Illustration of Elementary Physics.
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Charts and Photographs for the Illustration of HIstory and Architecture.
Charts Illuvtrating Astronomy.
Charts Illustrating Physiology.
Classified Collections of Stereoscopic Views and Lantern Slides for the illus-

tration of geography, history, botany, zoology, art, and reading.
'A few representative collections, as desc-ribed in the ea alogue,

follow:
BIRDS.

Domestic Birds: Thrushes.

Our finest songsters. Inhabit woodlands. Migratory. Great destroyers of
Insects. Feed mostly on the ground.

Collections of mounted specimens.

471). Wood Thrush. Eastern united States.' Winters in Central America.
In maples op] elms about human dwellings. Nest built in sapling near ground.

480. Hermit Thrush. Eastern North America. Winters in Middle and
Southern States. Smallest of ,thrushes. In dense woods. One of the finest
lingers.

481. Varied Thrush. Western parts of North America. Food and habits
much like those of robin.

482. Robin. Eastern North America to Rocky Mountains. Winters chiefly
In Southern States. Best known of thrushes. Feeds on worms and fruits,
particularly cherries. '-

483. Bluebird. United States. Winters in Southern States. Builds about
our homes. Decreasing because of persecution by English sparrow.

Foreign birds: Thrushes Collections of mounted specimens.

575. Black Thrush. (Merula Mandrinn.) Europe and Asia. Frequents
hedges, thickets, and gardens. Feeds on larva', snails, worms, insects, and
fruits. Imitates notes of other birds.

Rufous- hailed Thrush. (Meruln Pallidth) Male and female.
Asia. Good singer.

577. Ground Thrush.
sectivorous.

578. Rock Thrush.
in crevices of rocks.
Feeds on insects and

570. White - beaded
Asia.

580. Song Thrush. (Stachyroapis Rubiceps ) Europe and Asia. Woods
and meadows, near streams. Excellent singer.

581. !lushest. (Pratlncola Mourn.) China and India. Very noisy, and
active. Inhabits pine forests. Feeds on snails slugs, and insects.

582. emit Thrush. (Pycnonotus Sine:381s.) Male and female. Easily trailed.

Eastern

(Geocichla Sibirica ) Etfatern Asia. Terrestrial. In-

(Rhyacornis Fulgurosa.) Eastern Asia.4uilds nests
High mountains in summer, lower slopes In winter.

fruits.
Thrush. (ChinnniThornis Lencocephalus.) Eastern

Foreign Birds: Bulbuls.

Bulbuls, a branch of tlje thrush family, belong chiefly to India, although
some are found in Africa. Inhabit woods, Jungles, and
fruits and seeds, occasionally on Insects. Good singers.

gardens. Feed on
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Co/tee:tone.

583. Crested Bulbul. (Otocomput Fmeria.)
584. White-headed Bulbul. (Ilyttalpetes 1,eueocepbalus.) China and India.555. snort-winged Bulbul. (Ilendxus Omens Is and ('anlpennIs.) China andIndia.

.keTION.

Collection 1099: Lora.

Gard, tough, and dark-colored rock formed of masses Ailed by eruptionsfrr n *volcanoes. Articles 1184.(1 by jewelers as lavalls n cemeni of %Manie ashain water. The material which CO V VI'S 011511a'iI Is largely of ehls nature. Ina-ba Is underground lava.
All lavas are finely crystalline, due to rapid cooling. (ill Obsidian vol.etude gliss; (2) volcanic ash; (3) basalt; (4) anorthlte, Minna 1:esuviiis;(5) pumice, used as polishing material; ((3) dondrItle lava, so called fromtree-like formations on surface; mattharite.

Collection 10,10: Coarxcly erylltalline igneous rocks.

Found underground. ('rystals'are coarse because of slow cooling. il)Pyroxene; (2) diabase; i3) saltine. the Tyrol; (4) diorite.

111n4 rations of olanocnColletion.q.

1031. 'Various stereoscopic views illustrating volcanic tretIon.
1032. Volcanic action: Fifteen copies of one stereoscopic view" %Wilton,Strange ltiVer of Eire, St. Vincent, British. West Indies."
1033. Volcanle action: Fifteen copies of one stereoscopic view--" MammothCrater, St. Vincent, British \Vest Indies."
1034. Volcanic action: Fifteen copies, of one stereoscopic view--" CrumblingAsh Deposits, St: Vincent, British \Vest Indies."

.Cottection 1564: .4dranerd geographyoicanic explosion4.
Apparatus: Test tube, test tube holder, Bunsen burner or alcohol larnp, corlfor Bid tube. Fill test tube three-quarters full of water. Hold over flamecautiously. (Do this over u newspaper laid on desk and point tube Awayfrom pupils.) Note how bubbles form at bottom and water is then thrown out.

Then fill test tube half full -of water, cork gently, and repent heating, taking'care that the tube does not point toward pupils. Note how cork is at lastthrown out with great violencean explosion, in fact. Can pupils explainvolcanic explosions? can they explain the earthquakes that accompany vol-ennic explosions?
-

NOTE.reat oai'e on the part of the teacher is necessary in this experiment.
Thirty pictu'res on volcanoes, earthquakes, stud geysers are also-given as a lantern-slide lesson.

.STEREHSCOPIC VIEWSMODES OF 'TRANSPORTATION.
Efont 8 to 10 views in each collection.
Collection iler Transportation on land. Transportation of people; primitive

and diodern methods.
Collection 1468; Transportation on land. Traniportation of freight; prkrol-tire and modern methOdit.
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Collection 1469; Transportation by water; ,primitive and modern methods.
Collection 1470: Transportation, aerial. Methods of aerial transportation.

Twenty-four pictures of modes of travel on land. on water. and in
air are also given as a lantern-slide lesson.

r
SPECIMEN EXPERIMENT IN PilYsirs.

Collection /5/8: Moe heat is (Hs/ribs/to/ in liquid,.

Apparatus: Tubular rectangle of glass. filled with water. a few, drops of ink
put into-opening at top, an alcohol Maio or Buusd a intuit. Heat, cautiously at
one corner over lamp. Notice how ink travels down farther side. How Is heat

transferred? Why do we heat water at the botton0 flow is water heated in
the kitchen hot-water tank

A. valuable feature of the sch4p1 museum is a collection of 174 lan-
tern -slide lessons, 2 of which 1114 been indicated above. Some of the
topics with which these deal ore descriptive and physical geography,
industry, science, history, art, literature, and the ancient world. Re-

. garding these lantern-slide lessons the museum', catalogue says:

Method of picture rceitaliou.

A brief recitation or explanation should accompany each slide shown on the
screen. This explanation should be given by the children themselves, so /aria
It is in any way feasible: it should be very brief, not more than could be written
In 3 or 4 lines. A fuller explanation should be deferred. The lantern-slide.
lesson should not be protracted by lengthy recitations. The time of 20 to 80
minutes should, under no circumstances, be exceeded. Where It teems advisable
for a full understanding of the picture on the screen. the teacher of the room
or the principal may alp very brief word of further explanation. It is sug-
gested that such questions be asked by the teacher at all points of the lesson
as will invite the attention of the children to close observation of the picture
before thou.. would be a total departure from the Intention and purpose of
these lessons if they were given lu the form of lectures or lengthy explanations.
Each lantern-slide lesiOn should be a series of very brief recNations and 'the
children should be actively engaged in speaking and answering questioks while
the pictures are shown. They should not be merely passive spectators. The
various topics should be assigued beforehand. and a brief explanation, not '
exceeding 30 words, prepared by each child to whom a topic is assigned. Each
recitation shduld be strictly In reference to the picture on the screen, and not
be a ramblin talk on sonic subject which is but Indirectly connected with the
picture.

In history as special care 'should be taken in this respect. The entire
period covered, by the lesson is supposed to have been already -studied in elites,
and might be reviewed the day previous to thrlanteru lesson. When the pie-n"
tures are before the class the chief attention of teacher and pupils should be
directed to the particular incident illustrated and not to the series of events
that. led up to or followed R. .

One room In each school building hair been fitted up for these lessons, and the
classes go to this room in rotatittn.

All the material in the museum has solid educational value. There
are no objects to arouse mere fickle curiosity; no pictures to incite
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surface interest. Every entry is designed to convey information, to
arouse the children to thought, to awaken their powers of induction.
The stimulus afforded the child's mental self- acti'ity, tho almost
unlimited possibilities of coordination, the aid to the visualization of
knowledgethese three factors in the instructional scheme of the St.
Louis sehools receive large and peculiar contributions from the schoolmuseum.

In addition to the teaching material specifically designed for the
inspection of school children, the St. Louis School Museum contains'
the following collections:

(a) The Study Exhibit for Teachers, consisting of the current 'teaching
material, arranged for personal inspection.

(b) An Educational Exhibit from Foreign Countries, which includes work ofpupils in other lands, from the kindergarten through high and normal schools,as well as textbooks, courses of study, reports, photographs, plans and models
of school buildings, etc.

(c) A Teachers' Library, of some 7.000 volume& Each teacher is suppliedwith a catalogue, which is issued Independently of the school museum's cata-logue.

PROBLEMS Qjr ADMINISTRATION.

In the administration of school museums, the very small number
of American cities which maintain them find serious difficulties. If
every single school is to be supplied with an individual museum, in-"
eluding physical apparatus, scientific specimens, and fullgeograPh-
ical collections, the cost would be prohibitive, even for an inadequate
equipment.

On the other hand, objections were found, equally serious in degree,Ito the maintenance of a central museum to which the children may be
brought on special trips of inspection. In the first place, it has been
the experience of the teachers that children -can not be taken any-
where out of the schoolroom without their regarding the affair more
or less as a pleasure trip, with consequent detrimental effects upon
discipline and class work. Moreover, once the children are in the
museum, it pis found that their attention can not be concentrated
upon the collection which it is the teacher's main purpose to show,
but on the contrary the great variety of material -about them dissi-
pates their attention with the result that their impressions become
surfeited and confused. This was demonstrated in, the St. Louis
schools some time ago, when the children were taken on trips of in-
spection to, the museum, and the next day were called upon forthenies upon their experiences. Some remarkable reminiscences'
developed.

St. Louis has overcome it le objections which its school authdrities
found in both the decentralized and the centralized systems of man-agement. It utilizes the strength and economy of coopOration by

1-
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establishing i museum in which all the schools have a common in-
terest; and, by sending needed material direct to the teacher request-
ing it, the difficulties incident to.per§onal visits by the children are
obviated. Each week the teachers make requisition for the museum
material which they need ; that' material, and no more, is delivered at
their schoolroom door, and taken away again when it has been used.
The teachers may learn of the contents of the museum, either from a
personal visit to the display room or from the voluminous catalogue
issued by the authorities.

Two wagons are kept busy delivering collections. For the expedi-
tion of this branch of the museum's work, the city is laid off into five
sections', equaling the number of days in the school week, and the
schools of each section have a delivery once a week.

The popularity.of the school museum may be judged by the facto
quit some 30,000 of the collections were delivered to 100 of the St.
Louis schools last year, in addition to 5,000 reference books. During
the first half bf the present school year more than 20,000 collections
and more than 5,000 reference books have been sent out.
. The entire exprnse.of 'the St. Louis School Museum, including the
salaries of 7 persons. wagon hire, buying collection material and
books, building display casesin short, every expense incurred dur-
ing the 7 years of its existencehas been carried by an appropria-
tion from the school board averaging $7,600 annually: This is an
average annual outlay of 9 cents per pupil enrdlled in the St. Louis
public school& The appropriation this year is $10,500.

4
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